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Church, built in 1829 and now on the National
Register of Historic Places. The lovely old building
is worth a tour on its own, but what Greenwood
does inside borders on magical. With more than
three decades of glass-blowing experience, he is
now on a mission to pay his talent forward.
Greenwood will accept just about any
excuse you provide to come and create “glass
art at the furnace.” You can arrange for a private
experience, bring your corporate team or a
mate you want to impress with your sensitive
side. Contact the artist through his website,
PeterGreenwood.com or by calling 860.738.9464.
Airport: Simsbury (Tri-town) (4B9).

Mount Rushmore
Rapid City, South Dakota

Wandering the Black Hills of the Dakotas, you may never find a young boy
named Rocky Raccoon, but you can find four U.S. presidents. After Congressional approval in 1927, carving began on the stone likeness of Abraham
Lincoln, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Theodore Roosevelt,
finally completed 14 years and $989,992.32 later.
The size of Mount Rushmore is deceiving until you’re actually standing
there. For example, Washington’s face is 60 feet long; Jefferson’s mouth is 18
feet wide, and the eyes of the four men are all 11 feet tall.
Of course, the land where Mount Rushmore stands was in fact given to the
Lakota by treaty long before anyone thought of carving presidential figures
on the sacred land. Not surprisingly, the monument is not on the Top 10
List with many Native Americans. A significant effort to make an even larger
carving, one of Crazy Horse, is under construction 17 miles away at the Indian Museum of North America.
The National Park Service offers information NPS.gov/moru/. Visitor information is also available at 605.574.2523.
Airport: Rapid City Regional (RAP).

Glass Blowing Studio
Riverton, Connecticut

Peter Greenwood is one of a shrinking number of people who
actually are still willing to roll up their sleeves and teach a
newcomer about the art of glass blowing. His studio is in a quiet,
Rockwellian Connecticut village, inside the town’s historic Union

LA Gang Tours

Los Angeles, California

At first glance, paying money for a tour of the absolute nastiest, most violent parts of Los
Angeles might not seem like the set-up for a beautiful day in the neighborhood. But the
mission of LA Gang Tours is to provide an unforgettable historical experience and true
first-hand encounter with high-profile gang areas and the top crime-scene locations in
South Central Los Angeles. Board a bus in the morning with your tour guide (who’s
actually from the ‘hood) and get a one-of-a-kind experience of the true inner city lifestyle.
The tour winds
through decayed public housing, sites of
deadly shootouts and streets ravaged by racial unrest. LA
Gang Tours wants you to see the cradle of the nation’s gang
culture — the birthplace of many of LA’s gangs, including
the Crips, Bloods, Florencia 13 and 18th Street.
LA Gang Tours has also negotiated “gunfire free safety
zones” along the tour route. Gangs allow the tour to pass
safely because the non-profit group hires area youth and
offers job and entrepreneurship training programs. The
organization also returns all tour proceeds to South Central
Los Angeles to sponsor economic growth and development,
provide job/entrepreneur training, micro-financing opportunities and educate people from around the world about
the Los Angeles inner city lifestyle, gang involvement and
solutions. Learn more at LAGangTours.com or by calling
213.265.4950. Airport: Hawthorne Municipal (HHR).
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